DUC THO TRADING JOINT STOCK COMPANY

SIMOSA OIL BITUMEN SEMINAR
DATE: 20TH APRIL 2017, THURSDAY
PLACE: NOVOTEL HOTEL, DANANG
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MEETING PREPARATION
Simosa Oil bitumen seminar

MEETING PREPARATION
INTRODUCING SIMOSA BITUMEN SEMINAR
Simosa Oil bitumen seminar

MR. VINCENT LU– HEAD OF MANAGEMENT DIVISION
INTRODUCTION OF SOC IN MALIAO
STATISTICS OF SIMOSA’S CONTRIBUTION IN VIETNAM
REASON TO CHOOSE SIMOSA
SIMOSA’S POTENTIAL MARKET IN SOUTH EAST ASIA
MR HUANG CHIEN CHUNG INTRODUCE THE STRONG POINTS OF SIMOSA
MR. JOHNY TSAI – OPERATIONS MANAGER INTRODUCES ABOUT THE PRODUCING BITUMEN PROCESS
Factors affecting to the performance of bitumen, especially in Vietnam
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Dr. Vo Dai Tu, Research and Development manager of BMT Asphalt Company presenting about the PMB and PMA
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PROF. JIAN-SHIUH CHEN AND DR. VO DAI TU ANSWERING QUESTIONS FROM ATTENDEES
Mdm. Helen Ng – Pacific Wells with Duc Tho members
Mr. Gan – Pacific Wells with Duc Tho members
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BUFFET AT NOVOTEL RESTAURANT
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NOVOTEL DANANG HOTEL
DUC THO TRADING JOINT STOCK COMPANY

ADD: Parcel 281B plot 27 - New urban area of Nga Nam-Cat Bi airport - Dong Khe ward - Ngo Quyen district - Haiphong city, Vietnam SR

Email: ductho@ductho.com.vn  Website: http://ductho.com.vn